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A pro-group is a formal, inversely filtered, limit of groups. In this paper, we show how a pro- 
group can act on a set, generalizing the notion of an action by a strict pro-group. This enables 
us to define the fundamental pro-group of a pointed topos which is not assumed to be locally 
connected. Known theorems from the locally connected case are extended. It follows that pro- 
group actions on sets arise naturally. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper, we define what is meant by saying that a pro-group acts on a set 
and show that such actions arise naturally, often because of the induced action by 
the fundamental pro-group (see below). 
If a pro-group r is regarded as a formal, inversely filtered limit of groups, {r,}, 
then it is not immediately clear what is meant by saying that “r acts on the set A”. 
Intuitively (since there is a canonical projection from I- to each r,) there should be 
an action of r on A whenever any of the groups r, acts on A. Such actions will be 
called uniform r-actions (see Definition 2.17 for a precise definition). The uniform 
actions are well-behaved, except that they form an incomplete category. This cate- 
gory, however, has a uniform topology making it a Grothendieck site for the topos 
of all r-actions. 
The uniform actions are rather special. Less special are the saturated actions (see 
Section 4) which, intuitively, consist of a set together with a ‘local action by some 
r,’ at each element (see Definition 4.13). If the original system {Ta} is strict 
(meaning that all maps of the system are onto) then every r-action is saturated. In 
[4], there is a definition of a pro-group action for the case of a strict pro-group. As 
shown in [ 10,141, each strict pro-group can be presented by a localic group, in which 
case an action by the pro-group is the same thing as a continuous action by the 
localic group. 
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The non-strict case is more complicated. The topos Set& of all r-actions, is 
defined in [9]. Alternatively, Set& can be defined as a limit of the toposes Setsrm 
and also by the uniform topology mentioned above. The equivalence of these three 
definitions is given in Propositions 2.4 and 2.18. Some strange properties, for non- 
strict r, are noted in Sections 6.6, 6.7, 6.10. 
We deal with non-strict pro-groups in order to examine the fundamental pro- 
group of a topos that is not necessarily locally connected (i.e. molecular over Sets). 
Fundamental group concepts for toposes have been discussed in a number of 
papers, many of which require local-connectedness e.g. [2,10,11,14]. The funda- 
mental group as introduced in [4] is restricted to the profinite part (which is auto- 
matically strict-even compact). A beautiful approach to this topic is given in [S] 
using localic groupoids. This paper pursues the approach given in [9], which is not 
a prerequisite except for the proof of Proposition 2.4. This proposition is subse- 
quently used only to show that Set.& is a topos-a result which independently 
follows from Proposition 2.18. 
The fundamental pro-group classifies torsors in a given topos &. (By a ‘torso? 
we always mean a torsor with respect to a constant group, i.e. a G-torsor where G 
is any group in Sets.) Furthermore (assuming Q is connected and has a point) there 
is an induced action by the fundamental pro-group, n, on a set associated to each 
object. This defines a geometric functor from & to Sets’, and leads to a universal 
property for II (Theorem 5.5). As shown in Section 6.9, the induced action gener- 
alizes the action by the Galois group arising from the separable closure of a field. 
Notation. (1) If Q is a topos over Sets, then the global sections functor from 8 to 
Sets is denoted by: 
Glbsec : & + Sets. 
(2) The left adjoint of Glbsec is denoted by Triv. Conceptually, Triv is the inverse 
image functor which sends each set to a ‘trivial’ or ‘constant’ copy in C. 
(3) If 8 is a category then a functor F: ‘6+ Sets is bounded, if there exists a 
bounding set of objects {X;} of 8 such that for every p E F(A), for any object A, 
there exists at least one Xi and XE F(X,) and f: X, -+A such that F(f)(x) = P. 
(Such functors are also said to be proper or to have rank.) 
(4) Our conventions about pro-groups are given below. We also give a conceptual 
preview of what it means for a pro-group to act on a set and prove two technical 
results for use later on. 
Facts about pro-groups. Recall that a pro-group l-can be regarded as a formal limit 
of a small inversely filtered diagram {r,} of groups (and group homomorphisms). 
Equivalently, if Grp is the category of groups then rcan be regarded as a left exact, 
bounded functor from Grp to Sets. For details see the appendix to [l]. In what fol- 
lows, we will freely move from formal filtered limits to bounded left exact functions 
and back, using the same notation, IY (If there is a danger of confusion we will use 
expressions such as ‘the diagram r’ or ‘the left exact finctor r’.) 
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The pro-group r is said to be strict if, as a diagram, it can be represented as a 
filtered limit of groups and onto homomorphisms. Equivalently, r is strict iff there 
is a localic group, X, such that, as a functor, T(G) = hom(X, G), where G is given 
the discrete localic structure and hom(X, G) is the set of continuous group homo- 
morphisms. Equivalently, r is strict iff, as a functor, r preserves all intersections 
of subgroups iff r is ‘factorable’ as in [lo]. Further equivalents are given in Section 
6.10. 
We conclude the introduction with two technical lemmas. The first lemma shows 
that we may as well assume that any inversely filtered limit is the limit of a diagram 
over an inversely ordered set, The next lemma gives a cardinality result for 
Grothendieck toposes. This result enables us to avoid the use of pro-m-groups, as 
in [9], which were needed because of possible cardinality problems. (While we will 
not do this explicitly, the definition and results of this paper can be easily gener- 
alized to pro-m-groups, as in [9]. When dealing with non-Grothendieck toposes this 
may be needed.) 
Notation. (1) In a partially ordered category, the notation x<y not only indicates 
that there exists a map from x to y, it also denotes the unique such map. So if P 
is a functor, then P(x~y) denotes the image of this map. 
(2) The notion of inversely filtered category is dual to the notion of filtered cate- 
gory as defined in [6, p. 661. 
Lemma 1.1. Let D be a small, inversely filtered category. Then there is a small 
ordered, inversely filtered category D# and a projection functor P: D# + D such 
that whenever : D + C is an inversely filtered diagram in C, then r and TP are 
equivalent as members of Pro-C. 
Proof. We will inductively define a nested sequence of ordered categories: 
and compatible functors P, : D, + D such that D# = U D, and P = U P, have the 
required properties. 
We first define D, and P,. For each map r: a -/3 in D, we create two objects: 
dam(r) and codom(r) and set: 
dam(r) 5 codom(r). 
We define D, as the disjoint union of all such objects and define P, so that: 
P, [dam(r) 5 codom(r)] = r. 
Continuing by induction, assume that D,, . . . , D, and P,, . . . , P, have been de- 
fined. Given any pair of objects x, y E D,, with at least one of the objects not in 
D,_, , we find an object cr ED and maps r : a -+ P,(x) and s : a + P,(y) satisfying 
the following conditions: 
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(1) If .z is any common successor of x and y in D,, then: 
P,(XlZ)f. = P,(yIZ)s. 
(2) If P,(x)=P,(y), then r=s. 
We can always find such maps r,s since D is inversely filtered and since objects 
of D, have only finitely many successors. Having chosen cr, r, s, we create a new 
object s(x, y), a lower bound for x and y in Dn+l, and define P,,+ 1 so that: 
P,+i(W(X,Y)) = a, P,+l(w(x,_v)~x) = r, P,+i(w(x,Y)r_Y) = s. 
We define D,,, as D, together with all newly created w(x, y), and define P,+ 1 as 
above, with P,,+ 1 = P, on D,. 
We let D# = U D, and P= U P,,. To show that D# and P have the required 
properties, it suffices to show that if r: D + C is any functor then the limits of r 
and TP will coincide whenever one (and hence both) exist. We claim that there is 
an equivalence between the category of cones over r with the cones over TP. Let 
L be a cone over TP with projection P,: L -TP(x). We claim that whenever 
P(x) = P(y), then pX=pY and from this it is easy to find the corresponding cone 
over r and show that this is an equivalence between the cone categories. 
Assume that P(x)=P(y). Let w= w(x,y), P(w) =a, P(WSX) =rand P(w~y)=s. 
Note that r=s by the construction of w. Since L is a cone over TP it follows that: 
px = rPwx)p, = W)p,, pv = ww39p, = mp,. 
But r =s, so pX=pY. The remaining details are straightforward. 0 
Lemma 1.2. For each Groethendieck topos 67, there exists a cardinal m such that 
whenever G is a group with card(G) 2 m then every G-torsor T ‘factors through’ an 
H-torsor for which card(H) < m. That is, there exists such a subgroup H of G and 
an H-torsor TO and an H-equivalent map from TO to T (equivalently, T is G-iso- 
morphic to GO TO). 
Proof. Let T be a G-torsor. Let 8 be the Grothendieck topos of sheaves on C where 
C is a small category with pullbacks and a Grothendieck topology. As a torsor, T 
is inhabited, (i.e. the sheaf map from T to the sheaf 1 is an epi in the topos &). 
Choose Si E T(U,) whenever T(U,) ~0. This guarantees that any subsheaf of T 
which contains each Si will be inhabited. 
We inductively build up a subfunctor T,, of T and a subgroup H of G so that TO 
contains all the {si}, has the patching property, and is closed under H-action. We 
also require that H contain g whenever gs = t for s, t E T,(U) for non-trivial U. 
The transfinite process for defining TO and H will finally stabilize at a non-limit 
cardinal m. which exceeds the cardinal of the set of all subsets of morphisms of C. 
It is easy to see that card(H) 5 m. and that T= G @ TO (map g 0 t to gt.) It suffices 
to let m be any cardinal greater than mO. 0 
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2. The topos Sets’ 
If a group G acts on a set A, we will sometimes call this a G-action or refer to 
A as a G-set. A G-equivariant map will sometimes be called a G-map for short. In 
this section we define the concepts of r-set and r-map for a given pro-group r. 
Remark 2.1. It what follows, we assume that we are given a pro-group r which 
is represented as the limit of a fixed inversely filtered diagram {r,}, in view of 
Lemma 1 .l, we will further assume that the diagram is ordered. 
To comprehend the definition below, imagine that W somehow represents a r-set 
or a set on which racts. Then, as will be seen, each group r, has a canonical struc- 
ture as a r-set and we can form the sets W, of all r-maps from r, to W. As we 
further examine the topos Set& we will consider r-sets W which more closely 
resemble the notion of a ‘T-action on a set A’ in the sense that there will be a set 
A such that each W, is a set of functions from r, to A. 
Later, in Section 4, we will show how to generalize the usual notion of a group 
action on a set. 
Definition 2.2. Let r= lim{Ta) be a pro-group as indicated above. By a r-set, we 
mean an indexed family W= {W,) together with maps {&.}, as indicated below, 
such that: 
(1) Each W, is a r,-set. 
(2) Whenever r : I” --t r, is in the diagram for r, then the map 
rr: wa+wp 
is r-universal (see [9], or the note below). 
(3) The maps [, satisfy the functorial conditions that [,[, = [,, (when sr is de- 
fined in the diagram) and [, = 1 where 1 is the identity morphism. 
Note. If W, is a r,-set and WP is a T+et and r : rp + r, is a group homomorphism, 
then < : W, -+ Wp is r-universal if it is Qequivariant and if for every r,-set A and 
each rD-map f: A --f WP there is a unique r,-map from A to W, through which f 
factors. In other words, Wa=r,(Wp) and [ is the adjunction (where r* is the 
induced geometric functor from Setsra to Setsrfl.) Equivalently, W, is isomorphic 
to the set of rp-equivariant maps from r, to Wp with c corresponding to evaluation 
at 1. 
Definition 2.3. If W= { Wa} and V= {&/a> are r-sets, then a I--equivariant map or 
simply a r-map f: W-t V is a collection (f,} of r,-maps from W, to V, such that 
hi,.= (,.f,. The r-sets and r-maps clearly form a category. 
Proposition 2.4. The category of r-sets and r-maps is equivalent to the topos 
Set& as defined in [9]. 
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Proof. In [9], it was shown that Sets’ is the topos of ‘glued objects with ALP’ 
which was shown to be the category of indexed families { Wo) of objects from 
G 
Sets,(,), where G ranges over all groups. Given a r-set W= { W,} and given a 
group G we define Wo with map p : W, --f T(G) as follows: 
If f~ T(G) is represented by f: I-, -+G, then the fibre, p-l(f)=f*(W,). It is 
somewhat tedious, but entirely straightforward, to show that this defines the 
required equivalence of categories. Cl 
Remark 2.5. As will be shown in the next section, each &-set can be regarded as 
a r-set. In particular, r, itself is a r-set. If W is any r-set, then W, will (as sug- 
gested previously) turn out to be the set of r-maps from r, to W. It follows that 
if W is supposed to represent an action by r on a set A, then W, will be a set of 
maps from r, to A. This leads to the concepts of representable r-sets and satur- 
ated r-sets which are the most important r-sets for this paper. 
Definition 2.6. Let r be as above. Let A be a set. By a mapping class for A, 
we mean an indexed family M= {M,} where M, is a set of maps from r, to A 
such that: 
(1) If m : r, -+ A is in M, and a E r,, then the translation x * m EM,. (We define 
x*m so that x*m(y)=m(yx).) 
(2) If m : r, + A is in M, and r: rb -+ r, is in the diagram for r, then mr cMp. 
(3) If m : r, + A is given and if r : rp is in the diagram for r and if for every 
xer, we have (x*m)rEMB, then meMu. 
A mapping class M is said to be canonical if, in addition to (l), (2), (3) it satisfies: 
(Can-l) For every a EA there exists a and m EM, such that m(1) = a. 
(Can-2) If m, n EM, are such that m(1) = n(l), then there exists r: F” + r, such 
that mr = nr. 
A mapping class is saturated if, in addition to (l), (2), (3), it satisfies: 
(SAT) m : r, + A is in M, if, for every XET,, there exists r: rD -+ r, in the 
diagram for r such that (x*m)r~M~. 
Note that (SAT) is stronger than condition (3) because in (SAT) r can vary with 
x. Notice also that a mapping class can be canonical without being saturated and 
vice versa. 
Proposition 2.1. If M= {M,} is a mapping class for a set A, then M is a r-set, 
where the r,-action on M, is given by translation and where the maps [, : Mb -+ M, 
are given by composition with r. 
Proof. Straightforward. Condition (3) is precisely what is needed to show that each 
c, is r-universal (so M, = r,(MP)). 0 
Definition 2.8. The r-set W is representable if there exists a set A and a mapping 
class M on A such that W is equivalent to M. 
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Proposition 2.9. The topos Setd has a point, or inverse image functor: 
Pt : Set& Sets. 
Proof. Define Pt(W) as follows: We say that DEW, is equivalent to WE IQ iff 
there exists y and r:I’+ra and s: rY 4 rB for which c,.(u) = c,(w). Then Pt(W) is 
U W, modulo the above equivalence relation. This is easily seen to be a functor 
from Set8 to Sets. A direct proof shows that Pt is left exact, so it remains to find 
a right adjoint Pt,. 
But if A is any set, we define Pt,(A) as the mapping class on A for which each 
M, is the set of all maps from r, to A. Now, if f: Pt(W) -+ A is any function, 
define its adjoint transpose f ‘: W-+ P&(A) so that f’(w) : r, +A is the function 
which sends x to f(p) where p is the equivalence class containing xw. q 
Notation. By a point of W, we mean any element of Pt(W). 
Proposition 2.10. Let M= {M,} be a mapping class for a set A and let N= {N,} 
be a mapping class for a set B. Let r$ : A -+ B have the property that whenever 
m EM,, then @m EN,. Then 0 defines a r-map (by composition) from M to N. 
Conversely, if M is a canonical mapping class, then every r-map from M to N 
arises from a unique such map I$ : A --f B. 
Finally, we observe that if M is canonical, then A is naturally equivalent o Pt (M) 
under the correspondence which assigns m( 1) E A to m EM, where 1 is the group 
identity. 
Proof. If @ : A + B is given then it is easy to show that f defined by f (m) = @rn is 
a r-map. 
Next, assume that M is canonical and that f: M+ N is a r-map. Let a E A be 
given. Since M is canonical, we can choose meM, such that m(1) =a. Define 
@(a) =fa(m)(l). This definition is forced if @m is to be fa(m), so @ will be unique. 
It remains to show that this definition works. 
We first claim that @(a) is well-defined. Assume that a=m(l) =n(l) for m EM,, 
n E MD. By using the fact that the diagram is filtered and then by applying (Can-2), 
we can find r : ry -+ r, and s : ry --f L” for which mr = ns. Then: 
fa(m)(l) =f,(m)(r(l)) =f,(mr)(l) =f,(ns)(l) =fp(n)(l). 
It follows that @ : A + B is well-defined and that f,(m)(l) = @m(l) for all m EM,. 
Also, f,(m)(x) = @(m)(x) since f, preserves translation by x. Therefore, f,(m) = @m. 
The final conclusion, that Pt(M) is equivalent to A when the mapping class M 
is canonical is straightforward. 0 
Definition 2.11. Let A be a set. By a base for a mapping class on A, we mean an 
indexed family M= {M,} of maps from r, to A such that conditions (1) and (2) of 
Definition 2.6 are satisfied. Similarly, M is a subbase for a mapping class on A if 
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condition (1) of Definition 2.6 is satisfied. In either case, the smallest mapping class 
containing M represents the r-set generated by M. 
Lemma 2.12. If M is a subbase for a mapping class on A, then the set of all com- 
positions mr for m in some member of M and r: rb --) I-, in the diagram for I-, 
forms a base which generates the same r-set as M. 
If M is a base, then the condition (3) extension of M is obtained by adjoining 
to M all maps m which meet the hypotheses of condition (3) of Definition 2.6. 
(That is, for some r : rP -+ r,, we have (x * m) r E Mp for all x E r, .) The condition 
(3) extension does not immediately lead to the mapping class generated by M, but 
must be iterated (transfinitely in the obvious way) to get the mapping class gener- 
ated by M. 
Proof. Straightforward. 0 
Lemma 2.13. Let {MU} be a base for a mapping class on a set A. Let W= {W,} be 
a r-set. Let f= { f,} b e a collection of r,-maps from h4, to W, such that for all 
r : rp + r, and all m EM,, we have [,f,(m) =fp(mr). Then f extends uniquely to a 
r-map from the r-set generated by M to W. 
Proof. We will obtain the mapping class generated by iterating the condition (3) 
extension procedure. It suffices to show that each time we apply this procedure, 
there is a unique way of extending the set of maps {f,} so that the hypotheses are 
still satisfied. 
Therefore, let m : r, -+ A be such that there exists r : rb + r, in the diagram so 
that for all XE r, we have (x*m)r EMU. It then follows that, in an obvious way, 
m E r,(Mg) and so the map ffi : MD --f Wfl lifts uniquely to a map from r,(Mfl) to W,. 
It is readily shown that f has the required properties. We also have to consider the 
limit stages of the transfinite iteration of the condition (3) extension, but these stages 
(the union of all previous stages) are trivial to deal with. q 
Lemma 2.14. Let M= {M,} be a subbase for a mapping class on A. Let W= {W,} 
be a r-set. Let f = ( f,) be a collection of r,-maps from M, to W, with the property 
that if mEM,and nEM, and r:rfi + r, and s : rD + ry are such that mr = ns then 
5, f,(m) = [, f,(n). Then f extends uniquely to a r-map from the r-set generated by 
M to W. 
Proof. Enlarge M to a base by adjoining all composites mr, as described in Lemma 
2.12. Extend f so that f,(mr) =&fu(m). The hypotheses guarantee that this exten- 
sion is well-defined and leads to the situation of the above lemma. 0 
Proposition 2.15. Every r-set W has a reflection to the full subcategory of repre- 
sentable r-sets. 
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Proof. Let W= {W,} be a r-set and let A = Pt(W). Recall that each point of W is 
an equivalence class of U W,. Each w E W, defines a map r-G : r, +A where G(x) 
is the point, or equivalence class, which contains xw. Let M, be the set of all such 
maps G and let qa: W,+M, be defined by q@(w)= G. We claim that M= (A4,) is 
a canonical mapping class on A and that q = {qa} is a r-map. First, it is clear that 
A4 is a base. As for condition (3), assume that m : r, -+A and r: rfl + I-, are 
such that (x * m)r E MP for each x E I-, . Let w, be chosen so that (x*m)r= Gx. By 
choosing representatives in each r(rg)-coset of r,, we can insure that w,.~~)~=~w,. 
Then, by the r-universality of [,., there exists a unique w E W, such that &(xw) = w, 
for all xer,. It follows that m = D so m EM,. 
It is easily seen that M is a canonical mapping class and that the map q : W-+ A4 
is a r-map. It remains to show that q is a reflection map. Let N be a mapping class 
on a set B and let f: W-+ N be a r-map. Define @ : A -+ B by Q(p) =f(w)(l) where 
p is the equivalence class containing w. This is readily shown to be well-defined and 
uniquely determined. (Note that we use the fact that f(w)(x)=(x*f(w))(l) = 
f(xw)( 1) to get at values of f(w) at elements other than 1.) The remaining details 
are handled by applying Proposition 2.10. 0 
Corollary 2.16. Every representable r-set can be represented by a canonical map- 
ping class and this representation is essentially unique. 
Proof. If W is representable, then the above proof provides us with a canonical 
mapping class which, by reflectivity, must be isomorphic to W. Uniqueness follows 
from Proposition 2.10. 0 
Definition 2.17. Let r be a pro-group, let A be a set and let Aut(A) be the group 
of all automorphisms of A. By a uniform r-action on A we mean a ‘map from r 
to Aut(A)‘-in other words, an element of T(Aut(A)). 
It is easily seen that if r is given by the system {r,}, then any map from r to 
Aut(A) factors through at least one r, so a uniform r-action on A is given by a 
r,-action for some o. It follows that each uniform r-action can be regarded as a 
r-action in view of Proposition 3.2, below. 
A uniform map between uniform r-sets is one which is I-,-equivariant for some 
(Y. (This entails the assumption that the domain and codomain of the uniform map 
can both be given by r,-actions.) 
We further define a uniform topology on the category of uniform r-actions. A 
family of maps will be a uniform cover iff there is an @ such that the maps are all 
r,-equivariant and are jointly epi in the topos Sets”‘. 
Proposition 2.18. A r-set is the same thing as a sheaf or the uniform topology (as 
defined above). (Note: To avoid set theoretic difficulties, one can restrict attention 
to those uniform actions on sets with cardinal no bigger than a carefully chosen car- 
dinal m. We will omit the details concerning this technical point.) 
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Proof. Let W: Uop --t Sets be a sheaf, where U is the category of uniform actions. 
Then, for each a, we see that Setsra is contained in U and W restricted to Setsrc is 
represented by a r,-set which will be denoted W,. Of course, whenever p<a: the 
sets W, and Wp must be compatible on Sets&. This corresponds precisely to the 
existence of an r-universal map [,. This will define a r-set and the remaining 
details of the proof are straightforward. 0 
3. Set.8 as a limit 
It is not surprising that there is a geometric ‘projection’ functor from Setsr to 
Setsr” for each cr. (Intuitively, the left adjoint of this functor should be the canoni- 
cal way of regarding each r,-set as a r-set.) In this section, we define these projec- 
tion functors and show that they form a limit diagram. So if 
then 
r= lim(ra}, 
Set8 = lim { Sets's} , 
This limit holds in both the 2-category of toposes as well as the 2-category of cate- 
gories. See [6] for a discussion of 2-limits. 
Definition 3.1. Let r, appear in the diagram that defines J’. We then define 
P, : Sets’+ Sets’0 
by P,(W) = W,. This is clearly a functor. 
Proposition 3.2. Pa is a geometric functor. 
Proof. We need to find a left exact, left adjoint for P,. Define 
P,* : Sets ra + Sets’ 
as follows: Let A be a r,-set. Define M, as the set of all r,-maps from r, to A. 
(Note that M, is in one-to-one correspondence with A as each map is determined 
by the image of 1.) Define a subbase M for a mapping class on A so that M, is as 
given above and Mg is empty whenever p#cr. Let P,*(A) be the r-set generated by 
M. In view of Lemma 2.14, it readily follows that P,* is a left adjoint for P,. (The 
verification uses the fact that the diagram for r is ordered as well as filtered. How- 
ever, once this proposition is proven, it will follow that P, is geometric even if the 
diagram is not ordered, this is essentially Corollary 3.9(i) below.) It remains to 
prove that P,* is left exact. It clearly preserves the terminal object. As for finite 
products, let A and B be &-sets and let M,iV, Q be the subbases used to define 
P,*(A), P,*(B), P,h(A x B) respectively. Then the maps in Q, are precisely those of 
the form (m, n) for m EM, and n EN,. (Here (m, n) denotes the map into the pro- 
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duct A x B with projections m and n.) This relationship between M, N and Q 
(namely, that each element of Q can be written as (m, n)) persists when we enlarge 
M, N, Q to bases by composition, as in Lemma 2.12. (Again this uses the fact that 
the diagram for r is ordered so there is at most one map r from r, to rb.) Finally, 
it is readily shown that the relationship persists when we iterate the condition (3) 
extension process to obtain the mapping classes generated by M, N, Q. But this is 
essentially equivalent to showing that P,* preserves the product A x B. A similar 
proof works for equalizers. 0 
Remark 3.3. The mapping class on A generated in the above proof is canonical. (It 
suffices to show that the subbase A4 satisfies (Can-l) and (Can-2) of Definition 2.6, 
and these conditions are preserved as the full mapping class is generated.) In view 
of the final statement in Proposition 2.10, it follows that: 
Pt(P,*(A)) = A. 
Corollary 3.4. Let f ET(G) be given, where r is regarded as a left exact functor 
from Grp to Sets. Then f induces a geometric functor f, from Set8 to Sets’. 
Proof. Let f be represented by a group homomorphism f’ : r’ + G. Define f, = 
f;P,. Note that if r : r’ -+ r, is also represented by f ‘r but r,Pfl is (equivalent to) 
P, since Wa=r,(Wg) for each r-set W. 0 
Remark 3.5. The inverse image functor, Triv : Sets -+ Set8 (the left adjoint of 
Glbsec), is given by the constant-generated mapping class which is obtained from 
the base consisting of all constant maps into a given set A. The proof is similar to 
the proof of Proposition 3.2, and in fact is a special case of Proposition 3.2 if we 
simply add the trivial group to the diagram for E The fact that Pt P,*(A) =A leads 
to Pt(Triv(A))=A (which is automatic anyway as Pt preserves coproducts). 
Lemma 3.6. Let r: rp + r, be in the diagram for r. Let A be a r,-set and let B 
be a rp-set. Then r induces a r,-action on A. Let f: A + B be a r,-map. Then f 
lifts to a r-map 
f: P,*(A) + P;(B). 
Moreover, F%(f) =f, in fact f plays the role of @ as in the Proposition 2.10. 
Proof. Let M be the subbase for P,*(A) as given in the proof of Proposition 3.2. 
Let N= {N,} be the (completed) mapping class for P;(B). Then Np contains the 
family of r’-maps from rp to B. Now we claim that for each m E A4, we have 
fm EN,. It suffices to show that x * (fm)r is in Np for each x. But this follows as 
x*(fm)r is a rg-map. By Lemma 2.14, this mapping of M to N (i.e. composing 
with f) extends to a r-map from P,*(A) to P;(B), which, by Proposition 2.10, 
must arise from a map @ : A -+ B. It is easily shown that @ must be f. The remaining 
details now follow. 0 
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Lemma 3.1. Let W= { Wa} be a r-set. For each r : rb -+ r, there is a r’-map, <,, 
hence, by Lemma 3.6 above, a map 
i: P,*(W,> + Pp*(Wp,. 
This gives us a diagram { P,*( W,)} of r-sets. The back adjunctions map from this 
diagram to W and make W a colimit of the diagram in Sets’. 
Proof. That each i commutes with the back adjunctions can be shown by con- 
sidering the subbase for P,*(W,) used in the proof of Proposition 3.2. To prove the 
colimit property, let I/= {V,} be a r-set and let 
be a compatible family of r-maps. By adjointness, each f, corresponds to a map 
g, from W, to P,(V) = V,. The compatibility of the family {f,} is precisely what is 
needed for the family {g,} to define a r-map from W to V. Conversely such a 
r-map arises from a unique compatible family {f,}, as can be seen by reversing the 
steps of the argument. 0 
Theorem 3.8. Set& is the limit (in the 2-categorical sense) of the inversely filtered 
diagram of toposes, Set&“, and geometric functors r* for r : rb + r,. To be pre- 
cise, Set& is the limit of this diagram both in the 2-category of complete toposes 
and also in the 2-category of categories. (This result was obtained for strict pro- 
groups in [14].) 
Proof. Let & be a category and let 
F, : 8 -+ Setsrc 
be a functor for each (x such that for each r : rp + r,, we have r*F8 = F, (meaning 
that these functors are naturally equivalent and the family of natural equivalences 
are compatible-so that the natural equivalence for r combined, in the obvious way, 
with the one for s gives the natural equivalence for rs). 
Then, for each EEI, we see that {F,(E)} is a r-set, where the natural equiva- 
lences provide the c,. maps. This gives us a functor F: & + Setsr and it readily fol- 
lows that Setsr is the limit category for the Se@e’s. It is also the limit topos. To 
prove this, we must show that if G is a topos and if each F, is geometric, then the 
functor F is also geometric. Let F,* be the left exact left adjoint of F,. Now define 
F* from Setsr to 6’ so that 
F*(W) = colim(F,*(W,)). 
Standard arguments about colimits show that F* is the left adjoint of F. It is also 
left exact as a filtered colimit of left exact functors. ii 
Corollary 3.9. (i) The pro-group I- can be represented as a canonical limit of the 
large diagram of groups over the comma category (1,r) (which contains one copy 
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of each group G for each element f E T(G)). Even though this diagram is large and 
not ordered, the topos Set& is still the limit of the categories Sets’ over the comma 
category. 
(ii) The definition of Pt : Set& Sets is independent (to within natural equiva- 
lence) of the specific diagram, (Setsrc> used to represent r. 
Proof. The first sentence of(i) is well-known and trivial. (For a thorough definition 
of ‘comma category’ see [13].) As for the second sentence, it is easier to show that 
Set,8 is a colimit of the toposes {Sets’} in the 2-category of toposes and inverse 
image functors. But the large diagram is well-behaved because for each group 
homomorphism f: G + H there is a canonical way to define f * from Set@ to 
Sets’. From this, a tedious but straightforward argument shows that the category 
of cones over the large diagram is equivalent to the category of cones over the smal- 
ler diagram. 
Now (ii) follows from (i) because the underlying set functors (i.e. the inverse 
image functors Pt, : Sets’+ Sets) behave so well with respect to the large diagram. 
This family of inverse image functors determines the functor Pt (to within natural 
equivalence) in view of the colimit property, (i). 0 
Remark 3.10. The proof of Corollary 3.9 should not mislead us into believing that 
any two points (i.e. inverse image functors from Set8 to Sets) are automatically 
equivalent. (It is true that if P and Q are both points of Setsr then the composi- 
tions P,*P and P,*Q must be naturally equivalent, as Setsrc has a unique point-to 
within natural equivalence. The problem is that only a compatible family of natural 
equivalences can be patched together to get a natural equivalence between P and Q.) 
An example of a point for Set& that is not equivalent to Pt is given in Section 6.7. 
4. Saturated r--Sets 
Definition 4.1. A r-set is saturated if it can be represented by a saturated mapping 
class (as in Definition 2.6). 
Remark 4.2. Clearly a saturated r-set must be representable and therefore (by 
Corollary 2.16) it has an essentially unique representation by a canonical mapping 
class. It is not too hard to see that a r-set is saturated iff its canonical representation 
is saturated iff every representation by a mapping class is by a saturated one. To 
prove this, note that, by Proposition 2.10, every mapping class (say on a set A) maps 
to the canonical representation (say on P) via a map @ : P + A. Using @, it is readily 
shown that saturation for one mapping class implies saturation for the other. 
Proposition 4.3. The full subcategory of saturated T-Sets is reflective in the cate- 
gory SetsC 
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Proof. In view of Proposition 2.15, it suffices to show that the saturated r-sets are 
reflective in the subcategory of representable r-sets. But suppose that the r-set W 
is represented by the canonical mapping class M= {M,} on the set A. It is clear 
what must be done to A4 to make it saturated. The resulting class is still canonical. 
By working with canonical representations, and by using Proposition 2.10, it is easy 
to show that this is a reflection. q 
Remark 4.4. If A4 is any mapping class on a set A, then the saturization of AI (i.e. 
the adding of all maps needed to satisfy the saturation condition) will be equivalent 
to the reflection in the above proof. The reason for this is similar to the argument 
in Remark 4.2. 
Lemma 4.5. If M and N are both canonical and saturated mapping classes on the 
same set A and if MC N, then M=N. 
Proof. Let n E N, be given. Since M satisfies (Can-l), there exists p and m EMU 
such that m(1) =n(l). Because the diagram for r is filtered, there are maps 
r: rY+ra and s: ry+rB. Clearly mr(l)=ns(l). Therefore, since N is canonical, 
and N contains both mr and ns (as MC N) there exists t for which mrt = nst. There- 
fore nst is in some Md. The argument applies to each X* n and, since M is satur- 
ated, we see that neM,. Therefore M=N. 0 
Corollary 4.6. If M and N are both mapping classes on a set A and if M is saturated 
and satisfies (Can-l) and if N is canonical and if MC N, then M= N. 0 
Lemma 4.7. Let & and B be toposes and let P : & + 8 be left exact. Let d be a full 
reflective subcategory of F and let R : & -+ d be the reflecting functor. Let PO be the 
restriction of P to GJ. If P,R = P and if PO reflects isomorphisms (i.e. f is an iso- 
morphism whenever PO(f) is), then R is left exact and therefore ._& is a topos. 
Moreover, if P is an inverse image functor, then P=P,R is the inverse image 
version of the Lawvere-Tierney factorization, as given in [6, p. 1031. 
Proof. Let E and F be in & and consider the canonical map from R(E xF) to 
R(E) x R(F). Note that since .A is reflective, products in ~2 coincide with products 
in Q so PO preserves them. It follows that if we apply PO to the above canonical 
map, then (since P,R =P), we get the canonical map from P(E x F) to P(E)x 
P(F) which is an isomorphism (as P is left exact). Since PO reflects isomorphisms, 
the original map from R(E x F) to R(E) x R(F) is an isomorphism, so R preserves 
products. The same argument works for all finite limits. The rest of the lemma now 
follows, noting that if PO is an inverse image functor, then it is the inverse image 
of a surjection as it reflects isomorphisms, [6, p. 1011. 0 
Theorem 4.8. The reflecting functor R from Set8 to saturated T-sets is left exact. 
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Thus the saturated r-sets form a topos. If Pt, is the restriction of Pt to the satur- 
ated objects, then Pt = PtJ is the inverse image version of the Lawvere-Tierney 
factorization of Pt. 
Proof. We will apply Lemma 4.7 to the case where &= Set& where d is the 
saturated r-sets, 9 is Sets and P= Pt. It remains to show that PtcR = Pt and that 
Pto reflects isomorphisms. However, an examination of R, the saturization pro- 
cess, as given in Proposition 4.3, shows that the saturization of a canonical mapping 
class on a set A produces another canonical mapping class on A. But such a canoni- 
cal class represents a r-set, W for which Pt(W) =A. Therefore, R preserves points, 
or, PtoR = Pt (we also have to observe that the reflection from r-sets to represent- 
ables preserves points as is clear from Proposition 2.15 and Corollary 2.16. Recall 
that this reflection into representables is the first step of reflecting to the saturated 
objects.) It remains to show that Pto reflects isomorphisms, but this follows readily 
from Lemma 4.5. 0 
Remark 4.9. It follows from the above that the notion of saturated r-set does not 
depend on the actual diagram {r,} used to represent IY This is the case, because 
Pt is diagram-independent (to within natural equivalence) and the saturated objects 
are determined by the Lawvere-Tierney factorization of Pt. It can also be shown 
(by direct argument) that representability is diagram-independent. However, neither 
saturated nor representable objects can be determined by the category Set8 alone, 
as shown in Section 6.7. 
Definition 4.10. Let r=lim{r,} be a pro-group. We define Irl as the pro-set 
given by the formal limit of the underlying sets of the ra’s. It follows that Irl does 
not really depend on the specific diagram for r because Ir 1 is the left Kan extension 
of the functor r: Grp -+ Sets along the underlying set functor from Grp to Sets. 
Proposition 4.11. The saturated r-sets are comonadic over Sets for the left exact 
comonad (IT I, E, S) where E is evaluation at 1 and 6 is given by translation in the 
sense that if f: r, + A represents a member of jr1 (A), then 6(f)(x) is represented 
by x*f. 
Proof. That the saturated r-sets are comonadic over Sets follows from Theorem 
4.8. As shown in [6, p. 103-1041, the left exact functor for the comonad is given by 
Pt(Pt,). Working with the definitions of Pt and Pt, (as in Proposition 2.9) it is easy 
to show that their composition is equivalent to irl. The rest of the proposition is 
similarly straightforward. 0 
Remark 4.12. We next aim to show that saturated r-sets correspond to a more con- 
crete notion of ‘an action by I- on a set A’. Each action by some r, on A will 
represent a r-set, and will be r-equivalent to the induced rp action whenever pro. 
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Since the corresponding r: rp + I-, in the diagram need not be onto, this means 
that we can throw away part of the l-,-action, or equivalently, that a r-set is deter- 
mined by a family of r,-actions. In fact, each saturated r-set has a family of 
‘pseudo-actions’ by r,, where each m in M, (where M is the saturated mapping 
class) produces an ‘action’ at a = m(1) by defining xu = m(x). It remains to formalize 
this and to define a concrete r-action on A by decomposing A into a union of sets 
with some kind of ‘local’ action by r,. We eventually arrive at a definition which 
extends Grothendieck’s definition of a r-action in the case of a strict pro-group. 
Definition 4.13. Let r= lim{r,} be a pro-group and let A be a set. By a local 
action by r, on a EA, we mean that xa E A is defined for all x E r, and la = a. If 
P< a, then the associated map r: T” -r, induces a local action by rP given by 
ya=r(y)a for all yer,. (To simplify the notation, we will use induced actions, 
and write ya instead of r(y)a so long as the context makes the meaning clear. Note 
that r, has an induced rp-action.) 
By a concrete r-action on A, we mean a representation of A as a union, UA, 
such that: 
(1) Each a EA, has a local action by r,. 
(2) If P<a, then A, cAp and, for each a~&, the induced local rp-action 
coincides with the local action given by a E Ap. 
(3) (Associativity in the limit.) Suppose that a EA,, x~r, are given. We do not 
require that xa be in A, but there must exist y with yl a and yl p such that 
y(xa) = (yx)a for all y E r,. (Note that y(xa) and (yx) refer to induced actions.) 
Definition 4.14. If the sets A and B admit concrete r-actions, then f :A -, B is 
a concrete r-map if for all aeA there exists a such that a EA,, f(a) E B, and 
f (xa) = xf (a) for all x E r,. The category of concrete r-actions now has the obvious 
definition. 
Theorem 4.15. Let I-= lim{r,} be given. Then the topos of saturated r-sets is 
equivalent to the category of concrete r-actions. 
Proof. Let A be a concrete r-action. Note that each group r, admits a concrete 
r-action (which uses the induced r,-action whenever Pla). Define M, to be the 
set of all concrete r-maps from r, to A. Then M= {M,} is readily seen to be a 
canonical, saturated r-set. 
In the other direction, let A be a saturated r-set with a given mapping class 
M= {M,} . For each a E A choose an (Y and a map m EM, for which m( 1) = a. Put 
a E A, and define a local action by xa = m(x). Also put a E Ap whenever p< (r and 
use the induced rp-action. This is readily shown to be a concrete r-set. The re- 
maining details, that these operations are functorial, and (to within natural equiva- 
lence) are inverses of each other, are proven in a straightforward way. 0 
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Corollary 4.16. The category of concrete f-actions is (to within natural equiva- 
lence) independent of the diagram {r,} used to represent r. 0 
Remark 4.17. Concrete r-actions have several practical advantages over the equiva- 
lent category of saturated r-sets. The underlying set of a concrete r-action looks 
more like a set on which there is an action. Also the notion of a subobject seems 
clearer for concrete sets. If X is a concrete r-set, then A CX is a subobject iff for 
each a EA there is an a such that xa EA whenever XE cr. Concrete r-sets are very 
useful for constructing examples, as will be clear from Section 6. In general, con- 
crete r-sets are more intuitive and therefore help us develop concepts about the 
tidier notion of a saturated r-set. For example, we can think of a map m E h/r, as 
giving a local action by r,. It is now clear that a E A should be a fixpoint of A iff 
there exists some m which is constantly equal to a. (More generally, a fixpoint of 
a r-set W is a point p E Pt( W) representable by w E W, such that r, fixes w.) It is 
clear that fixpoints correspond to global sections (which correspond to maps to W 
from the terminal r-set). To summarize, we have (with the obvious definitions): 
Glbsec(W) = Fixpt(W) c Pt(W). 
Remark 4.18. For strict pro-groups, it is not too hard to show the equivalence of 
the notions of r-set, representable r-set, saturated r-set, concrete r-set, continuous 
action by the associated localic group and Grothendieck’s definition of an action 
by a strict pro-group. (However not every r-set will be uniform, except when r is 
discrete.) For non-strict pro-groups, the above results and the counter-examples in 
Section 6.7, show which of these concepts still coincide and which diverge. 
5. The fundamental pro-group of a pointed topos 
Definition 5.1. Let & be a topos with a point, or inverse image functor, P*: 8 --) 
Sets. The internal fundamental pro-group, essentially as defined in [9], is a left exact 
functor, ;TC~ : Grp + G. We define n = ~(8, P*) = P*Q. Clearly, rc is left exact. We 
will consider only the case where n is bounded (which will be true when & is a 
Grothendieck topos or otherwise satisfies the conclusions of Lemma 1.2). In this 
case, we define n as the fundamental pro-group of the pointed topos F. 
Definition 5.2. Let P* : E + Sets and rc be as above. By a pointed torsor, we mean 
a 3-tuple (G, T,x) where G is a group, T is a G-torsor in & and XE P*(T). A mor- 
phism of pointed torsors from (G, T,x) to (H, S, y) is then a 3-tuple (r, U, f) where 
r: G+H is a group homomorphism, U is a clopen (or complemented) subobject 
of the terminal object 1 of E for which P*(U) = 1 and f: TX U-+ S x U satisfies 
f (gt) = r(g)f (t) and P*(f)(x) =Y. 
We say that (r, U, f) is equivalent o (r, V, g) if f and g agree when restricted to 
un v. 
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It now follows that we have a category of pointed tot-sot-s and equivalence classes 
of maps. The subcategory of all pointed torsors and maps (r, U, f) for which U= 1, 
is called the category of pointed torsors and global maps. 
Lemma 5.3. The category of pointed torsors is inversely filtered and the corre- 
sponding diagram, which assigns G to (G, T,x) and r to (r, U, f) explicitly represents 
the fundamental group n of the pointed topos (6, P*). 
The subcategory of pointed torsors and global maps also leads to filtered limit of 
groups which defines a pro-group which will be denoted by zglb. 
Proof. The first paragraph is a straightforward interpretation of the results of [9]. 
The second paragraph is essentially a definition, the proof that the diagram is 
inversely filtered is easy. 0 
Definition 5.4. Let Y and r be pro-groups. Then a pro-group homomorphism from 
Y to r is a natural transformation, in the other direction, from r to Y. (This corre- 
sponds to the induced action for homomorphisms between ordinary groups.) Under 
this definition, r really becomes the limit (in pro-groups) of the original diagram 
{r,} (where each r, is the pro-group represented by a one element diagram). It 
follows that a map from I,V to r is determined by a compatible family of maps from 
Y to r,. See also [l] for details. Each pro-group homomorphism h : Y + r deter- 
mines a geometric functor from SetsVl to Set& One way to see this is to use the 
limit theorem. 
Theorem 5.5. Let P* : & + Sets be as above. Then there is a comparison functor 
with inverse image K” such that 
P*K* = Pt 
(to within natural equivalence). Moreover, suppose that r is any pro-group and that 
L : R-t Set& is any geometric functor for which P*L*=Pt (to within natural 
equivalence): 
L* K* 
Set& - & - Sets’@ 
There then exists a pro-group homomorphism from zgIb to r with induced inverse 
image functor 
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L* : Se&-, SefsQb 
for which K *L^* = L*. 
Finally, L^* is unique to within natural equivalence and K* is a universal arrow 
showing that toposes defined by pro-groups are coreflective in the 2-category of 
pointed (Grothendieck) toposes and inverse image functors. (For the locally con- 
nected case, this result was obtained by Moerdijk in [14].) 
Proof. For convenience, we will assume that a G-torsor is an object T with a right 
G-action satisfying the usual properties. Of course, this can be replaced by a left- 
action (using inverses) but this would be needlessly complicated. 
Observe that whenever (G, T,x) is a pointed torsor, there is an associated geo- 
metric functor 
KT : & + Sets’ 
given by K,(E) = hom(T, E). 
Whenever (I; 1, f) is a global morphism from (G, T, x) to (H, S, y), then we can 
map hom(S,E) to hom(T,E) (by composing with f) and the properties off insure 
that hom(S,E) is equivalent to r* hom(T,E). This sets up a natural equivalence 
between r,K, and KS. These equivalences compose properly, so, by the limit 
theorem (Theorem 3.8) there is a geometric functor 
K: ~2 -+ SetsQb. 
Next, we must show that KP, = Pt, (to within natural equivalence). It suffices to 
show that Q,KP, = Q*Pt, (to within a compatible family of natural equivalences), 
where Q is a projection functor from SetsQb to Sets’. Equivalently, we will work 
with the adjoints, aiming to show that P*K*Q*= Pt Q*. But K*Q*= KT and 
Pt Q* = Pt, (the underlying set functor from G-sets). It therefore suffices to find a 
compatible set of natural equivalences from P*K,* to Pt,. It suffices to find a 
canonical isomorphism from P*K,*(G) to Pt,(G). But Pt,(G)=G and we can 
define each K; so that it takes G to T. It therefore suffices to find a canonical map 
between G and P*(T). But P*(T) is a G-torsor in Sets, so there is a unique G-map 
which takes 1 E G to XE P*(T) (recall that each KT arises from a 3-tuple (G, TX)). 
It is straightforward to show that this construction produces the desired compatible 
family of natural transformations. 
Finally, let r be a pro-group and let L : 8 --f Set8 be such that P*L* = Pt,. Given 
any projection functor from & to Set&, we can compose with L and get a geo- 
metric functor from & to Setsrm which corresponds to a r,-torson T in 8. We can 
take T to be L*(T,) (where r, is regarded as a r-set). In this case, the natural 
equivalence between P*L* and Pt, yields a bijection between P*(T) and r, and 
hence a point xeP*(T) which corresponds to the group identity of r,. Thus 
(r,, T,x) is in the diagram for nglb and corresponds to a map to r,. These maps 
determine a pro-group homomorphism from zglb to K It is readily shown that this 
pro-group homomorphism has the required properties. 0 
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Remark 5.6. (i) In the above situation, note that, for each object E of &, the 
object K(E) has a r-action on it, and Pt K(E), being the underlying set of such an 
action, has a concrete r-action on it. Furthermore, the fixed points of this action, 
Fixpt K(E), must correspond to Glbsec(E) as Fixpt K and Glbsec are both geo- 
metric functors from E to Sets. In turn, Fixpt Kc Pt K and Pt K has a natural map 
to P* (because Pt = P*K* so Pt K = P*K*K and K*K maps (end adjunction) to the 
identity functor on &. To summarize: 
Glbsec(E) = Fixpt K(E) G Pt K(E) + P*(E). 
So for each object E, the set of global sections can be embedded in a set with a con- 
crete n-action such that the global sections correspond to the fixpoints of the action. 
(ii) It was surprising to see that nglb, rather than simply rr, turned out to be the 
universal pro-group through which a pointed topos factors. For example, if 
8= Shv(X), with X the disjoint union of two connected components, Xi and X2, 
then ,$tb is the (free) coproduct of the fundamental groups of each Xi, regardless 
of which point is used. On the other hand, the pro-group rc is simply the fundamen- 
tal group of Xi when the point, or given inverse image functor into sets, is repre- 
sented by an element of Xi. The fundamental pro-group, as defined in [9], 
intuitively seems to do a better job of reflecting the local situation in the vicinity 
of the given point. However, the Heath Vee space (see [5]) has an interesting ?rgtb 
(see [7]) but a trivial rc (see [9]). 
There is a somewhat complicated role for the (local) fundamental pro-group. If 
& is a pointed topos, with point, P*, then we can consider two inverse image func- 
tors from Sets’ into & to be equivalent near P*, if there exists U, a complemented 
subobject of 1 for which P*(U) = 1, such that the given functors are equivalent 
when composed with the inverse image functor from 8 to &U (given by E -+ E x U). 
Extend this notion to inverse image functors from Set8 to &? so that the limit 
property of Set& is still preserved. Then a theorem analogous to the above can be 
obtained for the ‘local’ fundamental pro-group, rc (that is, the pro-group as defined 
in [9] and above). 
Remark 5.7. We next persue the question of when rr(Sets”) =K 
Definition 5.8. A pro-group r is standard if for all groups G, every geometric func- 
tor from Setsr to Sets’ is equivalent to a functor of the form f, for some f ET(G) 
(as in Corollary 3.4). All strict pro-groups are standard, an example of a non- 
standard pro-group is given in Section 6.4. 
Proposition 5.9. For anypro-group I-, there is a canonicalpro-group homomorphism 
from n(Sets’) to I- and this is an equivalence iff r is a standard pro-group. 0 
Torsors in Sets’. We conclude this section with an examination of torsors in Sets? 
This will give us a computational way of dealing with the fundamental pro-group 
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of Sets’, hence a way of examining f. The results of this section will enable us to 
obtain an example of a non-standard pro-group (Section 6.4). We start with some 
lemmas. 
Lemma 5.10. Let T be an object in Sets’. Then T is inhabited (i.e. the map T-+ 1 
is epi) iff for all a there exists PS (x with TP f 0 iff there exists a such that T, # 0. 
Proof. Note that if T, # 0, then TP # 0 whenever /? 5 a because of the existence of 
[,. The equivalence of the last two conditions is now clear (because the diagram is 
filtered). On the other hand, if U is a subobject of 1 and /?~a and UD #PI, then 
UP = 1 and U, = 1 too as r,(l) = 1. It readily follows that 0 and 1 are the only two 
subobjects of 1. Now let UC 1 be the support of T, (so that T-r 1 factors through 
an epi T+ U). Then UfO iff there exists a with T,#B. 0 
Corollary 5.11. Se& is connected, in fact 0 and 1 are the only subobjects of 1. 0 
Lemma 5.12. Every split object of Se& is representable. 
Proof. Let W be split. This means that there is an inhabited object T and a set A 
such that T x W is isomorphic to T x Triv(A) over T. Now we claim that the reflec- 
tion of W into the representables is an equivalence. This reduces to showing that 
for all CX, if w,, WOE W, are such that the equivalence class (or point) associated 
with xwI coincides with that of xw2 for all x, then w1 = w2. Since W, = r,(Wp) when- 
ever /?~a it suffices to prove the condition about wI, w2 for an initial family of 
WP’s. In view of the previous lemma, it is enough to prove this whenever TP # 0. 
But in this case, we can use the equivalence between TD x WD and Tp x Triv(A)p over 
To and use the representability of Triv(A). 0 
Corollary 5.13. All torsors in Set.& are representable. 0 
Definition 5.14. Let G be a group. We define a binary operation # on the set of 
all functions from r, (for any cz) to G by multiplication in G. In other words, 
m #n is defined by (m #n)(x) = m(x)n(x). 
Lemma 5.15. Triv(G) is representable (in the usual way, see Remark 3.5) by classes 
of ,functions which are closed under the # operation. 
Proof. The result is clearly true for the base of all constant maps used to define 
Triv(G). It continues to be true as we iterate the condition (3) extension process used 
to turn a base into the mapping class it generates. 0 
Definition 5.16. Let A4 be a subbase for a mapping class of map into a group G. 
We say that Triv(G) acts on M if m EM, and f E (Triv(G)), implies m #f EM,. 
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The action is transitive if for all m, n EM, there exists f~ (Triv(G)), such that 
m = n #f. (Note that f is automatically unique if it exists.) 
Lemma 5.17. If Triv(G) acts on the subbase M, then Triv G acts on the mapping 
class generated by M. 
Proof. Let M’ be the base obtained by composing members of M with maps r from 
the diagram. It is easily shown that M’is closed under the #-action of constant maps 
into G. We can further show that M’ is closed under action by Triv(G) by induction 
on the process by which Triv(G) is built up from the base of constant maps. We 
then use induction to continue to build up the mapping class generated by M’. It 
is readily shown that the iterated process preserves the property of being closed 
under the #-action of Triv(G). 0 
Lemma 5.18. Let M be a subbase with M,#0 for precisely one value of a. If 
Triv(G) acts on M in a transitive manner, then the induced action on the generated 
mapping class is also transitive. 
Proof. We first make M into a base by adjoining all maps of the form mr for 
r : r, --f r, a map in the diagram. Since the diagram is assumed to be ordered (as 
well as inversely filtered) it can be shown that the Triv(G)-action on the base is still 
transitive. This is also preserved in the iterative process used to construct the map- 
ping class generated by M. 0 
Proposition 5.19. Let r, be in the diagram that defines the pro-group r and let G 
be a group. Let m : l-,--f G be a function (not necessarily a homomorphism, but) 
satisfying the conditions that m(1) = 1 and that for all XE r, there exists f E 
(Triv(G)), such that x* m = m #f. Then the subbase of all such (m #f } generates 
a G-torsor, called the torsor generated by m. This torsor is standard (i.e. arises from 
some f E T(G)) iff there exists p< o with associated map r : rp + r, such that 
mr : rP + G is a group homomorphism. In this case mr represents f E T(G). In any 
case, the entire mapping class contains a representative from at most one f ET(G). 
Also, all torsors are obtained in this manner (from any member of their mapping 
class, in a sense to be explained below). 
Proof. If m has the given property, let M, = {m #fi f E (Triv(G)),}. This forms a 
subbase, and by Lemmas 5.17 and 5.18, Triv(G) acts on the generated mapping 
class in a closed, transitive manner. By Lemma 5.10, the mapping class is inhabited, 
so it represents a G-torsor. Since any member of Triv(G) is going to be constant 
in a ‘neighborhood’ of 1 (i.e. in the image r(rp) for some /?<a) it follows that if 
m and n are both in the generated mapping class, and if m(1) = n(1) = 1 then there 
will exist r in the diagram for which mr = nr. So, there is at most one f E T(G) that 
might be represented by the members of the mapping class. It is readily shown that 
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this corresponds to the G-torsor being induced by such a mapf. (To see this, repre- 
sent f by some f: r, -+ G and keep track of G, the generic G-torsor in Sets’ under 
the action of P,*f *.) 
Finally, if T is any G-torsor, then T is represented by a canonical mapping class 
M of maps into a set To where To = Pt(T). Let m : r, -+ To be any member of any 
M,. Note that To is a G-torsor in Sets, so, it can be put in one-to-one correspon- 
dence with G with any given element equivalent to 1. Regard To as identified with 
G so that m(1) = 1. Then T is the G-torsor generated by the map m. 0 
Remark 5.20. The above proposition enables us to determine whether or not a 
given pro-group is standard. For example, it easily implies the fact that every strict 
pro-group is standard. It is also used in the next section to prove that one pro-group 
is standard and another one is not. (See Sections 6.4 and 6.5.) 
6. Examples and miscellaneous results 
6. I. Intersection of subgroups 
Let G be a group and let (G,} be an inversely filtered collection of subgroups 
of G. Then, obviously, there is a pro-group r which is the formal limit of the 
diagram of subgroups. If r is a limit of groups and one-to-one homomorphisms, 
then it is readily seen that r is equivalent to a limit of a diagram of subgroups. But 
not every pro-group is so representable. 
Since each map r: rp + r, in the diagram is one-to-one, it readily follows that 
each map 5, : W, + Wp is onto (consider r’-cosets in r,). This means that a map- 
ping class is entirely determined by the set of maps in the class from G to A. (We 
may as well assume that G is one of the subgroups in the collection.) Given this kind 
of representation for r, we have the following consequences: 
(1) A representable r-set is completely given by a set A4 of maps from G to a set 
A. (The set M must be closed under translations and satisfy the condition that 
m : G + A is in M whenever there exists a such that for all XE G, the map x * m has 
the same restriction to G, as some member of M.) 
(2) The notions of canonical and saturated can similarly be given in terms of a 
single set A4 of maps from G to A. 
(3) A concrete r-action on a set A is a map G XA +A (denoted by (x, a) +xa) 
which satisfies: 
(a) (Identity property.) la = a for all a EA. 
(b) (Associative in the limit.) For all XE G and all a EA, there exists (x such that 
I = (yx)a for all y E G,. 
Note: The ‘filtered groups’ of [ 121 coincide with the pro-groups of the type discus- 
sed in this example. 
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6.2. TSC, or the topologist’s sine curve 
(This analysis is essentially due to Lubkin, [12, Example 4 on p. 2311.) The TX 
is the space given by 
TSC = {(x,y): x>O; y=sin(l/x)} U {(O,O)}. 
By the fundamental pro-group of the TX, we mean the fundamental pro-group 
of the corresponding topos of sheaves. We let (0,O) act as the base point of TSC; 
taking fibres over (0,O) provides a point for the topos. 
To find the fundamental pro-group, we have to examine torsors, which are cer- 
tain coverings of TSC (i.e. regular coverings, provided that ‘regular’ is properly 
interpreted for the non-locally connected case). At first glance there do not seem to 
be any non-trivial torsors, so we will start with a relatively simple example: 
Regard TSC as embedded in IR3 via the map which sends (x, y) to (x, y, z). Let C 
be the following cylinder: 
c= {(x,y,z): xro; y2+zZ=1}. 
Define X1 as a path which wraps around C and which lies directly over TSC, and 
let X2 be the set of points on C, diametrically opposite points of X,, so: 
Let 
X, = {(x,sin(l/x), cos(l/x)): x>O}, 
X2 = {(x,-sin(l/x), -cos(l/x)): x>O}. 
X=X,uX~u{(o,o,l), (0,0,-l)}. 
Project X onto TSC by sending (x,y,z) to (x, sin(l/x)) for x>O, and to (0,O) if 
x= 0. Then X is a connected, two-to-one covering of TSC and is a Z,-torsor. The 
Z2-action is obtained by rotating C through 180 degrees. A similar construction 
yields a connected Z,-torsor over TSC for each 12. 
There is also a non-connected Z-torsor which maps onto each of these Z,-tor- 
sors. We will construct it because it is needed in the next example, and because the 
construction readily generalizes. Let: 
Y=TSCxZ 
and let Y + TSC be the projection map. Do not give all of Y the product topology, 
but do use the product topology for that part of Y lying over points (x, sin(l/x)) 
where x> 0. Topologize the part of Y lying over the base point, (O,O), so that the 
following sequence converges as indicated: 
($ 0, l), ..*, (A, 0, n), ... +(O,O,O). 
Since Y is to be a covering of TSC, this makes clear what the neighborhoods of 
(0, 0,O) must be. Define the neighborhoods of (O,O, n) so that the translation map: 
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is continuous. Then T is the required Z-torsor. 
Let us next consider a general G-torsor T over TSC. Then T covers TSC and T 
also admits a continuous G-action over TSC. Choose a base point to E T lying over 
(0,O) in TSC. Then (G, T, to) is part of the diagram for 7~. Find a neighborhood of 
W of to which maps in one-to-one fashion onto a neighborhood (0,O). Let { B$} be 
the set of components of W (there will be only countably many). We now try to find 
a subtorsor of T which contains W. Clearly each subtorsor must evenly cover the 
simply connected portion of TSC (where x> 0) so this subtorsor will therefore need 
only countably many ‘leaves’ to include each W;. Therefore, there are countably 
many generators {g,, g2, . . . , g,, . . . } which generate a subgroup H of G for which T 
admits an H-subtorsor. In other words, whenever (G, T, to) is in the diagram for TC, 
then there is a countably generated subgroup H which corresponds to a smaller 
member of the diagram. But we can always throw away finitely many of the gener- 
ators as this corresponds to discarding finitely many components of W-we still get 
a neighborhood of to. The process can be reversed-given any group G and any 
sequence (g,} of generators for G, we can construct a corresponding cover. (Let 
T= G x TSC and let t, = (1, (0,O)). Define a topology on T so that (g,, (l/nn, 0)) 
converges to to. This determines the topology if T is to cover TSC and if the 
obvious G-action is to be continuous.) 
It readily follows that if F,, is the free group on generators {g,, . . . }, then each F,, 
can be regarded as a subgroup of F, and 71 is the formal limit of this family of sub- 
groups of F,, as in Section 6.1. 
The significance of this calculation is that n classifies torsors over TSC (that is, 
the G-torsors correspond to the elements of Z(G)) and 7c even classifies coverings 
in a sense (roughly speaking coverings correspond to uniform r-sets (as defined in 
Remark 3.11). One has to modify the definition of covering, using Lubkin’s 
approach [12]. See the next example. Lubkin does not explicitly use pro-groups, but 
uses a definition equivalent to the type of pro-group in Section 6.1, above.) 
In addition, there is the observation made in Remark 5.6(i). Whenever E is a 
sheaf over TSC, then Glbsec(E) corresponds to the fixpoint class of a set on which 
there is a concrete n-action, which in turn maps (compatibly) to P*(E), which is the 
fibre of E over the base point. 
6.3. Using Lubkin coverings to calculate n for a connected topological space (or 
locale) with base point 
Notation. We will be dealing with coverings of a space (i.e. locally trivial sheaves 
and similar objects) and covers of a space (i.e. families of open subsets whose union 
is the whole space). We will even talk about coverings split by a cover (i.e. the 
covering is trivial over each member of the cover). To minimize confusion, we will 
always use the terms ‘covering’ and ‘cover’ as indicated above. 
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Let X be a connected topological space with a base point. (The analysis sketched 
below also applies to connected, pointed locales.) In the locally connected case, the 
class of covering spaces split by a given open cover (of the right type) forms a cate- 
gory isomorphic to G-sets. As the open covers are refined, we get a diagram of 
groups G which defines the fundamental pro-group (see [ 111). A direct way of calcu- 
lating G from W is given in [ 1 l] where it is shown that G is the group of homotopy 
classes of loops of chains formed by members of K 
We sketch a similar approach for the non-locally-connected case. First, we must 
confront the fact that categories of coverings will not be equivalent to G-sets, or 
even to uniform r-sets (see [l 11) in a natural way. For example, if Y is the Z-torsor 
over TSC of the previous example, then Y has a number of odd properties. It is dis- 
connected, even though it admits no subtorsors. A function Y can be 
be the on the do weird 
to the of Y). be glued 
be interchanged so long as f is the identity on 
on the is the 
we see P* does 
p: Y-t is a covering, is 
a disjoint union of copies of is not 
be connected. as noted in [ 121, is to give 
Y an additional structure so that p-‘(V) is a specific disjoint union of copies of I’. 
This leads to the notion of a Lubkin covering of X, see [ 121. Lubkin defines such 
coverings in terms of generalized uniform structures, but shows that the coverings 
can be given in terms of ‘adaptions’. That is, let p : C+ X be a function from a set 
C onto the topological space X. An adaption for p (or a p-adaption) is equivalent 
to finding an open cover Wof X such that for each VE W there is a specified repre- 
sentation of p-‘(V) as a disjoint union of copies of I/ (with each copy mapped in 
one-one fashion onto I/ by p). Moreover, on the overlap between V and W (for 
V, WE Y) the two representations of p-‘(Vn W) must be locally the same. That is, 
Vfl W is a union of sets U such that the two representations of p-‘(U) as disjoint 
copies of U (as inherited from I/ and from W) will agree. In this case, we will say 
that V and W are co-aligned over U. Such a structure defines a Lubkin covering C 
over X. All Lubkin coverings arise in this way, and all torsors can be given a Lubkin 
covering structure, by letting the group action determine the disjoint union. 
Conversely, we can always define a universal Lubkin covering given an open 
cover Vand a co-alignment relation satisfying the axioms of co-alignment below. 
We first require that Y have the property that VE “Y and UC V imply UE T% 
(1) Co-alignment over U is an equivalence relation on the family of sets VE Y 
for which U c V. 
(2) If V, Ware co-aligned over U and if U’L U, then V and Ware co-aligned over 
U’. 
(3) Whenever V, Ware in Y then Vn W is the union of all U such that V and W 
are co-aligned over U. 
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To set up the universal covering for a given cover Vwith co-alignments, we will 
first make Yinto a category as follows: Whenever I/ and Ware co-aligned over U, 
we will create a morphism, also called U, from I/ to W. The chains, or finite com- 
positions of such morphisms then are the maps of the category 77 A notion of 
homotopy of chains, strictly analogous to the definition given in [ 111, applies to this 
situation. Modulo homotopy, Y becomes a connected groupoid. We let G be the 
group of automorphisms of an open set I/OE Y for which V, contains the base 
point. Following [ 111, we construct a G-torsor which will be a Lubkin covering split 
by Y and having co-alignments at the indicated places. Moreover, this torsor is 
essentially universal (one must be careful to restrict the maps at this point). 
As we take finer and finer covers (along with their co-alignment relations) we get 
a diagram of groups G which defines the fundamental pro-group II of X. Also, the 
full subcategory of all Lubkin coverings is equivalent to the uniform r-sets. (Lubkin 
essentially proved this, but stated the result in a different manner. The theory in [12] 
also applies to spaces with generalized uniformities.) 
6.4. A non-standard pro-group 
Let G be the direct sum of countably many copies of the integers. Therefore, an 
element of G is a sequence, {gi}, of integers, all but finitely many of which are 0. 
Let G, =nG (that is, the set of all sequences {gi} for which n divides each gi). 
Define m:G+G by 
m((gi>> = : 
i[ II 3 
where [-] denotes the greatest integer function. 
We claim that m satisfies the conditions of Proposition 5.19 for generating a 
G-torsor. Let x= {Xi} E G. We must find a map f E Triv(G) for which x * m = m #f. 
It follows that: 
f(g) = (x * m)(g) - m(s) = m(s +x> - m(s). 
(Note that we use the additive notation for G.) 
Assume that Xi 2 0 for i 2 n. We claim that for each y, y *f is constant on the sub- 
group G,!, which shows that f~ Triv(G). Let 
w =_v*f(g) =f(s+_v) = m(g+y+x)-m(g+_v). 
We must show that w is independent of g (assuming x and y are fixed and that n! 
divides g). Note that 
wk= [ "k+;+"]_[":"]. 
If kr n, then xk = 0 so wk = 0. On the other hand, if k5 n then k divides evenly into 
gk (as n! divides gk) and so the gk term drops out. In any case, w does not depend 
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on g. By Proposition 5.19, m determines a G-torsor. It is readily shown that no 
restriction of m to any G, is a homomorphism, so the G-torsor defined by m is 
non-standard. 
6.5. A non-strict, standard pro-group 
We present a simple example. It is also the pro-group we use for most of our fur- 
ther examples, thus, using Section 6.7, it shows that even for standard pro-groups 
there are non-representable objects, etc. 
In this example, r is the intersection of all non-trivial subgroups {nZ} of Z, the 
group of integers. The representable r-sets can then be given by a class A4 of func- 
tions from Z to A (as in Section 6.1). For example, the object Triv(A) is always 
given by the periodic functions f: 77 + A satisfying f(z + n) = f(z) for some n. This 
follows directly, mainly because each group nZ has only finitely many cosets in Z. 
We now apply Proposition 5.19. Suppose that m : Z + G satisfies the hypotheses 
of that result where G is a group. Then there is a periodic function f: Z + G for 
which 1 * m = m #f, or m( 1 + x) = m(x) f (x). (Note that we use the additive notation 
for Z and the multiplicative notation for G.) Let n be the period of f. Let g= 
f(l)...f(n). Then m(x+n)=m(x)g, and, since m(O)=l, it follows that m(kn)=gk 
so the restriction of m to nZ is a homomorphism. This means (by Proposition 5.19) 
that the corresponding torsor is standard. Since this argument applies to each tor- 
sor, we see that r is a standard pro-group. 
6.6. A 3 point, concrete r-set with exactly 5 subalgebras; Non-booleaness of Set8 
Let r be the pro-group given by the diagram of all non-trivial subgroups of Z, 
as above. Note that each non-zero integer, x, can be uniquely written as q2j where 
q is odd. We will say that: 
xEZ is of type 0 iff x=0, 
x E Z is of type 1 iff x= q2j with q odd and j even, 
x E Z is of type 2 iff x= q2j with q odd and j odd. 
Note that if n is non-zero, then 2n is of a different type but rn is of the same type 
if r is odd. 
Let A = (0, 1,2}. Define a concrete r-action on A, using the observation in Sec- 
tion 6.1. The action map Z x A -+ A is defined by: 
xl =x for all x in Z, 
x2=x for all x in Z, 
x0 is the type of x for all x in Z. (Note that A is the set of types.) 
Note that if x is non-zero and if y is a multiple of 2x, then y + x has the same type 
as x (for if y = 2xr then y +x= (2r+ 1)x etc.). From this it readily follows that 
(y +x)(t) = y(xt) whenever y is a multiple of 2x. So the action is associative in the 
limit. (The case x = 0 is trivial.) 
Now { 1) and (2) are concrete r-subalgebras of A, but (0) is not (as every non- 
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trivial subgroup of Z contains elements of all types-as n and 2n have different 
types.) It follows that A has 5 subalgebras and concrete r-sets do not form a 
boolean topos. For similar examples and more on booleaness, see Section 6.10 
below. 
6.7. A non-representable r-set; A point for Set8 that is not equivalent to Pt; 
Representables need not be saturated or locally split 
6.7. I. The ‘twisting’ functor F 
As in the previous two examples, we let r be the formal limit of the inversely fil- 
tered family of non-trivial subgroups of Z. We divide the set of all positive prime 
numbers onto two disjoint subsets referred to as ‘type 0 primes’ and ‘type 1 primes’. 
Any division with infinitely many primes in each group will suffice. Then, for each 
positive integer, n, we define an integer x, having the property that whenever the 
prime power pe divides (evenly into) n, then x, =0 or 1, (modpe) depending on 
whether p is of type 0 or 1 (respectively). Note that it suffices to check this property 
for the highest power of p that divides n, the lower powers will clearly then take 
care of themselves. We further arrange that x1 = 0. 
Now if W is a r-set, then for each n there is a set W, with an action by nZ and 
whenever n divides m there exists a map &,, : W,+ W, having the appropriate 
properties. We will write: W= {W,, c,,,}. Notice that if n divides m, then n divides 
x, -x,,, so x,, -x,,, E nZ and therefore acts on W,. We define 
r&w) = i,,,((x,-x,)+ w). 
Note that we use the additive notation both for the operation of Z andfor the action 
by Z. This makes the associativity seem more natural. 
Since [U,m is c,,, composed with a nZ-isomorphism on W,, it follows that each 
[,,, has the universal property. It is also readily checked that whenever m divides 
k and n divides m then &,,k&m = CQ. (Note that [,,, preserves the action by 
x, -xk which is in mZ.) It follows that @I= {W,, r^,,,} is also a r-set, a twisted ver- 
sion of W. 
We define F so that F(W) = I@. It is clear that F is a functor with an inverse F-’ 
obtained in the same way but with x,, replaced by -x,. 
6.7.2. The non-representable r-set 
Let A be any set with at least 2 points and let W=Pt,(A). Then W is given by 
the mapping class for which W, is the set of all maps from nZ to A. Clearly, W is 
representative, even saturated. We claim that F(W) is not even representative. Let 
fand g in W, be maps from Z to A which differ only at 0. It suffices to show that 
for each integer x the points determined by x+f and x*g are equivalent, and there- 
fore in the representative reflection of F(W) the elements f, g must map to the same 
function m. So, it suffices to show that for each x there exists an n such that 
[i,,(~*f)=[i,~(x*g). But assume that for some x this never happens. Then, for 
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each n, there is an element te nZ at which ci,n(~*f) and fi,,(x*g) disagree, so 
x,, = t +x must be 0, the only place where f, g disagree. But t E nZ so this implies 
that x=-x,, (mod n), for all n. If n is a type 0 prime then n divides x. So x is 
divisible by infinitely many primes which can only mean that x= 0. This contradicts 
the fact that x=-x, (mod n) whenever a type 1 prime divides n. 
6.7.3. The functor Pt F-’ is a point on Set8 which is not equivalent to Pt 
Clearly F and its inverse F-’ are both inverse image functors. Therefore Pt FP1 
is a point on Set& Its right adjoint is clearly F Pt, where Pt, is the right adjoint 
of Pt. But assume that Pt F-’ is naturally equivalent to Pt, then their right adjoints 
would be naturally equivalent so F Pt.+(A) will be equivalent to Pt,(A). But this is 
impossible if A has more than one point because, as shown above, Pt,(A) is satur- 
ated and F Pt,(A) is not even representable. 
6.7.4. A representable r-set that is not saturated 
Let r be as above. The required example then is Triv(A) where A is any infinite 
set. Recall that Triv(A) is represented by the mapping class of periodic functions 
f: Z + A. It suffices to find a non-periodic function in the saturization of Triv(A). 
To do this, partition Z into subsets Ci, C,, . . . , C,, . . . as follows: 
C, = Even integers, 
C, = Numbers congruent to 1 mod 4, 
C3 = Numbers congruent to -1 mod 8. 
Continue, by induction. Assume that C,, . . . , C, have been defined and that 
CiUC2”’ UC, consists of all integers except those congruent to some unique 
value t mod 2”. Assume that 1 I t I 2”. Let s = t or t - 2”, whichever is smaller in ab- 
solute value (and choose s = t if the absolute values are equal). Let C, + 1 be the set 
of all numbers congruent to s mod(2”+‘). 
Define f: Z + A so that f is constant on each set C,,, but has different values at 
different Cn’s. Then if XE C,, it readily follows that x*f is constant on 2”Z. This 
implies that f is in the saturization of Triv(A). But f cannot be periodic (for one 
thing the range off is infinite) so f is not in the mapping class for Triv(A). It follows 
that Triv(A) is representable, but not saturated. 
6.7.5. A saturated r-set which is not locally split 
A locally split object is a coproduct of split objects. In view of Lemma 5.12, it 
is easy to show that all locally split objects are representable. Let W be as defined 
in Section 6.7.2. Then W is saturated but is not locally split, because if it were then 
F(W) would be also, but F(W) is not representable. 
6.8. A left exact comonad on Sets whose topos of coalgebras is not a Grothendieck 
topos. (This example depends on assuming that the measurable cardinals are 
unbounded. ) 
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The example depends on the observations below: 
6.8.1. Under the above assumption on measurable cardinals, there is a left exact, 
unbounded functor R from Sets to Sets 
This is a result due to Blass [3]. 
6.8.2. Given such an unbounded functor R on Sets, as above, there exists a left 
exact comonad (IT], E, S) on Sets for which Irl is unbounded 
The unbounded functor R can be represented as a formal limit of a large, in- 
versely filtered diagram (S,} of sets and functors-for example we can use the 
diagram over the comma category (1, R). We enlarge each S, by adding a point * 
(not originally in any S,) to get a new diagram of sets S,*= S, U { *} (and maps 
which preserve * and are otherwise defined as before). Let R * be the functor repre- 
sented by the new diagram. A member of R*(A) is then represented by a map 
S,* -+A which can be thought of as a map S, -A together with an element of A 
(for the image of *). Therefore, R*(A) = R(A) x A, so R* is well-defined (i.e. it does 
not get too big) and is still left exact and is still unbounded. 
But each Sz has the structure of a monoid with identity element * and with st =s 
(for s, t not equal to *). The diagram maps, which preserve *, are easily seen to be 
monoid homomorphisms. So R * is the underlying functor jr1 of a pro-monoid r 
defined as the formal limit of the diagram {Sl} of monoids. Proceeding as in the 
pro-group case, we get a comonad (Irl, E, 6) on Sets. (Recall that E depended on the 
identity element and 6 on the multiplication. The group inverses were not needed 
to define the comonad.) 
6.8.3. If ~5 is a Grothendieck topos over Sets with a point P*: &--f Sets, then the 
functor P,P* is bounded. So a Grothendieck topos 8 cannot be the topos 
of coalgebras for the above comonad, in Section 6.8.2 (since we can always 
write Iri in the form P,P*) 
TO see this, let {Gi} be a generating set for &. We claim that {P*(Gi)) is a boun- 
ding family for T=P,P*. 
Let A be any set. Then, with a possible re-indexing of the Gi’s, there is an epi 
e: C Gi --t P,(A) with ith component ei : Gi -P,(A). Let XET(A) be given. We 
must find a Gi and z E T(Gi)) and a map f: P*(Gi) + A such that T(f)(z) =x. 
Since P* preserves epis and coproducts, it follows that UP*(G;) maps onto 
P*(A) SO there exists an i and y E P*(Gi) such that P*(ei)(y) =x. NOW let i be fixed 
as above and let 
~1: P*P*P*(Gi) ---* P*(Gi), 
&2 :P*P*(A) +A 
be back adjunctions and let 
~1: Gi + P*P*(Gi), 
v2 : P*(A) --f P*P*P*(A) 
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be front adjunctions. Let ZE T(P*(Gi)) =P*P.$‘*(G,) be P*(qi)(y). We claim that 
T(ezP*(ei))(z)=x, which will complete the proof. It clearly suffices to show that 
T(e,P*(e,))P*(~,) = P*(e;). 
So it is enough to show that P*(e2P*(ei))rl =e;. But this follows by a routine 
diagram chase. 
6.8.4. As a partial converse, we note that if (G, E, 6) is a Ieft exact comonad on Sets, 
with G a bounded functor, then the corresponding topos of coalgebras is a 
Grothendieck topos. Also, if the class of measurable cardinals is bounded, 
it then seems plausible that every left exact functor from Sets to itself will 
be bounded 
We will sketch the argument. The last sentence is discussed in [3]. As for the first 
sentence, if {X,} is a bounding set for the functor G, then the family of coalgebras 
G(Xi) together with their subcoalgebras form a generating set for the topos of 
coalgebras. We omit the details, which are not too difficult. 
6.9. Pro-group actions arising from spectra 
Let S and T be geometric theories satisfying the hypotheses of Cole’s theorem as 
in Johnstone [6, p. 205-2061. A well-known example is: 
S = The theory of rings, 
T = The theory of local rings and local maps. 
(Here rings are assumed to commute and have units.) Cole’s theorem then says that 
each S-algebra admits a spectrum. That is, let R be an S-algebra in Sets (the theory 
actually applies to any topos with a natural number object). Then there exists a 
T-algebra R# in a topos F together with an S-homomorphism II: Triv(R)+R# 
which has a universal property. This means that if L is any other T-algebra in a topos 
@ and if f: Triv(R) + L is an S-homomorphism, then there is an inverse image 
functor P*& + g and a T-homomorphism f’ : P*(R#) + L for which f ‘P*(n) =f 
Also (f ‘, P*) is unique to within isomorphism. 
We will consider the case when g is Sets. Let R, R#, Q, f and L etc. be as above. 
What kind of structure does P*(R#) have? Let 7~ = n(E, P*) and let K be the com- 
parison functor of Theorem 5.5. Note that we are now in the situation of Remark 
5.6(i), except that there are three additional maps. The adjoint transpose of q gives 
us a map from R to the global sections of R #. Also, the map f’ goes from P*(R#) 
to L. Note also, that since 9 is Sets, the map f goes from R to L. Putting this 
together we have: 
R -+ Glbsec(R#) = Fixpt K(R#) c Pt K(R#) + P*(R#) --f L. 
The entire composition is the original map f. 
If S is the theory of fields and T the theory of separably closed fields, then the 
pro-group is the profinite Galois group of the separable closure, R#, and R maps 
exactly to the fixpoints. In this case, Pt K(R*), and P*(R#) and L all coincide. 
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6. IO. Conditions equivalent o strictness 
Recall that a pro-group r is strict if there exists a representation of r as a formal 
limit of groups and onto homomorphisms. It is not too hard to see that this is equi- 
valent to (the functor) r preserving arbitrary intersections of subgroups. Some con- 
ditions equivalent to strictness were given in the introduction (Section 1). We present 
some further conditions: 
Proposition 6.1. Let r be a pro-group. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) r is strict. 
(2) r preserves arbitrary intersections of subgroups. 
(3) Set8 is a boolean topos. 
Proof. (1) + (2). This is known, and easy. See [9]. 
(1) * (3). If r is strict, then every r-set is a disjoint union of well-defined orbits. 
A r-subset is a union of some of these orbits, so its complement, the union of the 
remaining orbits, exists. 
(3) * (2). Let G be a group and let f ET(G) be given. Suppose that f is repre- 
sented by f: r, + G. Let (Gi} be a family of subgroups of G for which f E T(Gi). 
(This makes sense as we can clearly regard T(G;) c T(G).) It means that for each 
i, there exists ri : r,, --t r, such that the range of fri is contained in Gi. Let ri 
denote the range of ri. 
Let A = (0, l} and define a concrete r,-action on A so that: 
x0 = 0 for all xEr,, 
XI = i if xenrj, 
xi =o if xenr,. 
This is associative in the limit for if XE n c, then (yx) 1 = y(x1) for all y E r, (as 
yx~ nc iff YE nZ-J. But if xe nri, then there exists i for which x6& and 
(yx)l =y(x) for all ye&. Now, by assumption, Set&is boolean, so the subobject 
{ 0) c A must have a complement, which can only be { 1). In order for {l} to be a 
subalgebra, there must exist s : r, -+ r, such that the range of s is a subset of n r;. 
But this implies that fs, which is equivalent to f, factors through n Gj and this 
gives us the required element of n T(Gi). 0 
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